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1 STRANGE OVERTONES – MASTERS OF SYNTAX 
 

This groove is out of fashion 
These beats are 20 years old 
David Byrne & Brian Eno 

 
This paper presents the notion of a Deadmall as a programmatic and mediated urbanism. It sets up 

‘pinball strategies’ to play the prejudices, preconceptions, privileged codes of architecture against the 

unknown economics of building, ruin, and the ultimate ceaseless enigma of Capital. City symphonies 

are often trite re-creations of our own privileged world. Architects become tourists to their own 

Biennales. The commercialized urban landscape is a provocation that has gone on for too long. 

Contrary to the privileges we accept, we are not perfectly attuned to photo-realistic imagery or the 

clichés of digitally laden experiences. We are only imperfectly attuned to moving imagery. Language 

itself is part of change and resistance to change; the status quo is fed by a rational inertia within the 

existing urban models. Media transforms media. Only! This is a partial world which creatively 

destabilizes everything we use to settle on. ‘The city’ is now out of site, disconnected as fast as it re-

connects. Partial, incremental, operative: of course it is a simultaneous experience but how?  Content 

is deflected to immediacy. The outdated is smart thinking. Financial, tectonic games, and digital 

blasphemies respond to, deflect and bounce off a lazy architectural past, as the economic and social 

resuscitation of the Deadmall takes place. Out of site becomes the site for all media and urban overlap. 

Architects are no longer masters of space-syntax, skateboarders are. 

 

 

2  INTERFACE, ANIMALL AND BRAUTIGAN 
 
Interface, Animall and Brautigan is a critical re-mix of a mediated project (Bigtown Mall, Mesquite, 

Texas; Heron-Mazy, 2003) exploring how partial architectures constantly overlap to become a reality. 

These mediated strategies suggest a critical re-situating of architecture to collaborate with institutions 

and agencies in order to re-shape their own activities and potential. Bigtown proposes a redevelopment 

in response to community, investment and contractual feasibility. Incremental architectural strategies 

with clear tectonic and structural means allow the ‘locality’ to regain an identity inviting new spatial 

and participatory encounters. Those still in business are encouraged to re-invent themselves, or re-

occupy the mall within the new scheme. The structure of investment and incremental design means 
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that declining businesses are resuscitated, resurrected or then allowed to decline in order to be re-

animated.  

 

A Mediated Urbanism is as much about language, change and structure as it is about architectural and 

urban potential. The project as brief and anti-brief, sets up ‘pinball strategies’ to bring public space, 

the economics of building and investment into open play within the mall itself. These strategies use 

architecture to destroy its privileged codes and open up to new codes. Switching codes, indicated by 

the use of language, allows new collaboration with institutions and agencies in order to re-shape the 

potential for contemporary social needs.  

 

The fluidity of the relationship between architecture, culture, investment and public space must 

provoke encounters. Communication and collaboration strengthen architecture’s reach. Scenarios and 

theory matter little if generosity and responsibility are not embedded in this project from the outset.  

     

The youth, the skateboarder, the DJ and sampler, are as much part of the team as the economist. The 

architect, responsible for the steering parameters, must communicate – partially never totally - with all 

involved, translating the ideas drawn, projected and imagined into partial, incremental developments. 

Negotiation and encounters between a multi-disciplinary working group would begin to shape the 

scheme: an on-site zone – the whatever exhibition - would begin demonstrating the ideas. 

 

 
3 AN ARCHITECTURAL CINÉ ROMAN 
 

Interface, Animall and Brautigan is an architectural diagram-in-progress, an architectural ciné roman 

offering pinball strategies of resuscitation of the existing ‘deadmall’ in Mesquite, Texas. Operative 

strategies – from the reclamation of ‘deadspace’ to the revival of dying space – necessarily mean that 

the new development of Bigtown is always only a work in progress. This is crucial. This architecture 

combines with a mediated urbanism and is forever in flux, or incomplete, as in reality such malls are. 

The metaphors rebound.         

     
Downtown is the underbelly, the existing ‘base’ within which the new activities and trans-programmed 

functions are proposed. The mall goer can enter the various activities of Downtown but can also 

access the AIRSPACE (superstructure) from within, through various vertical upzones (see difference 

between rupture and aperture) and from without, by external chutes of the sort we recognise from 

airport design. New resistant retailing concepts, low-maintenance cost strategies will constantly 

transform the mall-city into a new electronic interactive environmental shopping, social and public 

space concept. It achieves this by re-integrating the newer, latest waves of anti-merchandising 

incrementally and provocatively. 

     

 
4 AND PINBALL IS PERTINENT 
 
And Pinball is pertinent: information and know-how is re-directed and re-combined to form new 

genres of public space. A ‘personal’ as well as a ‘social’ resuscitation of the mall takes place. Partial 

architecture becomes reality or then allowed to die once more. These are not alibis for architectural 

form, these are not only dead metaphors for a new dying space; these are life-savers! A micro-world 

of future urbanism: 1 uptown leisure/entertainment (the airspace)  2 Downtown indoor park (the 

underbelly) 3 The scanograph  4 interface 5 Brautigan 6 Animall Invader   7 Alphabet centre  8  Safe 

House    9  The Cry of the Toad Centre for Minorities 10 The Mediathèque 11  The Meme Machine 12 

the Whatever Exhibition space 13 The Vacant lot  (sports zones) 14 Cine-Terrace 15 The Cutting 

Edge  16 Nod to Hank, Willie & bob 17 wopBopaLooBop 18 Micro-Stations - craft ateliers  19 The 
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Darkness into Light warehouse   20 Extreme Weather Chasers Centre   21 Farmer’s Market  22 Retail 

Resistance Village  23 The Hotel Architecture 24 wopBopaLooBop 2  

 

 
5 PUNCH STRATEGIES 
 
1 The Tilt Factor - aperture/horizontal rupture/ vertical 
 
After investment potential, on-site meetings and local action, an operative strategy can begin in stages. 

Funding is as incremental as the architecture and space revived. Initially, as in oil drilling, a series of 

tectonic incisions are made into the existing mall, the location of each determined by the possibilities 

they offer to the whole project. Picking up on the analogy of the pinball machine, apertures are 

provocatively inserted within the existing roof structures. Chutes consist of two shard structures 

penetrating downtown and uptown. These chutes and shards serve as the new constructional structure; 

a service and technological network. Extending upwards, creating a new airspace, grafted new roof 

structures are formed. These vary from steel-net vaulting, glass membranes shells and lantern roof 

pavilions and make up the roofscape of the new city-mall. Extending downwards, glazed and wired 

shards act as docking stations. Small domes balloon off the shards to take in nodal requirement. 

Drones are landed. New divisions, new functions re-light, re-service and re-claim the indoor park 

underbelly. These architectural manoeuvres – punch strategies - operate as an open gambit, the city as 

motherboard and gameboard develops. Urban hybridization and mediation within a new urban park, 

much talked about, can become a reality, both for the neighbourhood and the wider community.   

  

 
2 The Scanographic - extending structures/slide rule/runway 
 
Using advances in crane and aerospace technology, and in robotics, two (or more) long armed building 

cranes are used to begin the work, either placed as scanographic arms on either side of the complex or 

then operating from within the building as arcing machines (positions C1 & C2). These constructional 

cranes will remain throughout the development, eventually occupying their rightful pace within the 

new complex as connecting machines for the Organimall invaders. These invaders are detailed, 

telescopic constructions that allow green pods to hang or then be grafted on a newly growing urban 

forest. Network Strategies imply process, movement and change and the invaders likewise move in 

and around the mall. Flexibility and innovation allows the leggy structures to straddle existing 

environments and space, creating new interstitial vegetal environment zones and new liminal green 

spaces between Downtown and Uptown.  

 
 
3 Mediations/ Mutations 
 

Careful, innovative tectonic devices cut through the body of the Deadmall to open up the green 

mutations possible. Language itself propels ideas, introduces new models for the ‘working site’: the 

abandoned zone (inactive zones) - bypass zones, ruins and runway lighting - convenient locations - 

cyber screens - blue works  - drop zones – new courier concept ‘dropped’ around the site (mailbox 

sites) - flight path, gargoyles and glitches - the landing strip/ looped zones (signage and lighting) light 

boxes - navigations and (no) smoking zones - the margins - the repetition of  ruins - platforms/open 

site/pauses/ inclined projections, surfaces, parking bowls and amphitheatres - optical fibre runs - 

tracking walls / twilight zones. Language is reclaimed and taken back from architecture. A green 

scenario – beyond residue - begins to breathe life back into the ‘corpse’.  

 
 
4 Existing to proposed - material changes  
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The size of the existing mall (682,000 sq.ft) is re-assessed in relation to potential scenarios; the micro-

cosmic city world. Extra space proposed can follow the following scheme but clearly will depend on 

the scenario favoured: 200,000sq.ft indoor park + internal grafts, 100,000 sq.ft lightweight roof 

structures including 100,000 sq.ft projected entertainment area and media roof, 100,000 open 

contoured asphalt, parking bowls, sports zones picnic and outdoor event spaces. Existing construction 

will be respected wherever possible whilst infill structural incisions (steel joist, & structural steel 

framing) will infuse the park underbelly with a new light. Mutations and newly grafted constructions 

consist of glass, structural glass, steel framed/braced structures, telescopic machinery, modular crane 

elements plus specialised materials (fibre glass, timber, mesh, recycled materials etc.) Re-framing the 

existing Downtown will be integrated into the punch strategies; the concept of elevation will dissolve 

into more liquid facades; entrances are multiple, exits unlikely and far from dangerous. 

 
 
5 the brautigan    
 

The brautigan will be irresistible, lower-case magic. It is the new mediated lobby for visitor, local or 

tourist. It is the floating platform (service ducted, suspended airspace environment) which literally 

uses the existing mall roof and shoots over as an interface, a connecting tissue. The lower-case 

brautigan is a promenade, a stroll, the panorama-passage, a multi-user domain utilising the latest 

wireless technology, a new but instantly dated non-linear interactive architectural browser, a google 

space hijacked for the community. A series of light, tubular structural-glass, timber and steel, extruded 

structures snake through the existing atrium snaking out along Uptown, and extending with optic fibre 

drop down zones to Downtown. A light, suspended airspace becomes the floating ‘living’ room of the 

locality, with literal glass ceilings, liquid surfaces and sky monitors. Float on your back in deep saline 

waters, and you will know what we mean. 

 

 

6 Safe House  
 
This is a surveillance scenario including control centre, a house of comforting, using innovations in 

remote technology, where wireless communications becomes a routing centre for Bigtown. Design of 

spaces in collaboration with security concerns will explore safe-house ideas and surveillance strategies 

which encourage crime-free design solutions, web-cam walls and moving screens. The liquid virtual 

wrapping of downtown becomes part of a series of open self-monitored environments. Nodal 

‘security’ zones within the complex allow the development to integrate and respond to new media 

technologies. Careful use of electronic screens and the ‘remote city’ will allow new surveillance 

potential to help community security and identity. Architecture is also about confidence. The 

confidence to re-claim and mediate life outside pre-crime. 
 

 
7 Nightspace 
 

At night the mall-city, 24-7, take on its night-form, with the connection to the runway and franchise 

pods this will lead eventually to the development of the 24-hour total night space; with the illuminated 

crane-scanners and animal invaders, this forms a total installation. Externally the site is an illuminated 

landscape where light sensors activate parking routes and patterns and nighttime skateboarding and 

extreme sports centre co-exist amongst the ramped platforms and the parking bowls. The Hotel 

Architecture, the various lantern pavilions above the Meme Centre and The Vacant Lot Centre for 

Performing Arts alert the nighttime user from afar. Night is the affordable lounge. This is far from 

impossible! 
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8 The Mediathèque  
 

Bit-map, torrent and j-peg pixel-bashed environment with back-up zones are devoted to destroying the 

privilege of the instant image - (hourly) data screens, moving walls (stocks and shares: jpeg worlds/ 

kludge / the kudzu)  - hypertext hangouts and holding patterns – one of the main attraction and 

entrances to the Interface - alphabet centre + new kindergarten and hotel concept; a dialogue between 

the real and the virtual real, sand castles and playgrounds, fairy tales, manifestos all shifting into 

virtual game sites. Balanced by The Cry of the Toad Centre for Minorities, a re-assemblage of 

neighbourhood ‘loss’ - the very social and economic moves necessary to re-animate the mall must be 

integrated with the energy of the various sub-cultures and minorities within the district and locality. 

The 3D Print Centre will become more and more crucial as it combines with the Meme Machine 

Centre (moving walls membranes - quicktime / slowtime), Memento Stations - paging platforms &  

virtual wraps/video environments devoted to the failures to be contemporary and the advantages of 

ignorance: the Vacant Lot becomes a community performing arts theatre, an auditioning centre for 

‘survival’. 

 
9 The Extremities 
 

The Extreme Weather Chasers Centre is a contemporary monitoring and museum of  weather  - 

specific for Texas - sky, tornado monitoring cube, hurricane path monitoring centre-tornados/  global 

satellite systems, telescoping and world weather guides. Known as Skylining  (solar visiting 

structures) the sky-highs are the extremities of the city: the vigilance viewing platform and animall-

extending sky-lights make clear that the mantra for a mediated urbanism is rammed home: way out 

there is also here. 
 

 
6 TAKING REVENGE ON THE ASPHALT 
 

Out of Site strategies – everything that happens has already happened - the incremental and mediated 

nature of regaining the mall, structuring staged economic and commercial investment will allow the 

architectural work to be an operative ‘site’.  Bigtown redevelops in response to the community and 

potential re-investment. Contractual feasibility depends on confidence and responsibility. The rest is 

an imagination within reach. Nothing else will do! Way out there is also here. A mediated scenario is 

just that: it is the potential that seeks responsibility. No one runs away from the contemporary: a new 

civic existence of partial architectural gestures, an urban survival guide rejecting accomplished codes 

of current architecture. Media transforms media. 

     Out of site we imagine the remainder, the cars, the asphalt, the hinterland; that little dash from air-

con to mall-con in Texas heat, we eat the chili and the peach but out there in the new landscape we 

must no longer allow asphalt to take revenge on the city. Aerodynamic (aero-dromic) shapes and 

Drone-sites with slight inclines in parking spaces transform the edge of the mall. Alternative sports 

areas are created through new re-surfacing techniques, new material skirting and even topping roof 

spaces. Car-admiring stops and skateboard contours, landscape and street sports intertwine in the 

evening. The Electronic Blossom is a re-structured lighting installation, helping to increase security 

and opening up the idea of the 24 hour mall.  

 
 
7 THE MEDIATORS 
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Crime-free! Long live Bigtown when it is not so big. Strange overtones. Let’s not make the mistake. 

Yes, we are digitally laden but we are not perfectly attuned to this condition. How as overlapping 

beings could we be? Therein lies our mediated future. All that road going returns; everyone heads for 

the Anti-Mall! But the skateboarders are there first! The Mediators!  
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Mediated Urbanism Appendix 1 Pulping The City* 
 

is an audio-visual remix of three video cartographies; cinematic counter-proposals to document, 

analyze and re-script the dynamics of the dispersed city.  Re-thinking the fluidity and contingency of 

these stretched entropic landscapes, the project explore three navigations, moving from  (1) project 

scripting to (2) video cartography and finally to (3) a mini architecture screener (3). Using ideograms, 

scores, scripts, indexes, photo-cartographies, and clips/mini-films, a new architecture verité (direct 

cinema) will be proposed. 

 

(1) Interface, Animall, & Brautigan (Big Town Mall, Mesquite,TX) 

By "taking revenge on the asphalt" this arch-cine is an architectural diagram-in-progress for future 

strategies of resuscitation of the existing deadmall. 

 
(2) The Bystander in Calgary (twelve reverse architecture scripts ) Duchamps to ourselves - based 

on the theme of citystates, the bystander poses serious questions to  an industry that collides with the 

thin world and a media that explodes city life into lost insights. In a mediated world of instant 

datedness, The Bystander is the only sane individual we can turn to; challenging any citation that 

attempts to bring them into a greater socio-cultural mix or sense of movement. The Bystander is 

always about to make that leap from the window joining other bystanders to become duchamps to 

themselves. 

 

(3) Pulping Detroit: on the road 2013 (iRreversible aRchitecture) 

Pulping Detroit begins on the road, 387 miles over 8 miles or as Kerouac writes: it’s anywhere road 
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for anybody anyhow. A Detroit on-the-road video cartography is constructed as a trans-mediated script 

of urban questions and hanging non -sequiters.  

 

* P.U.L.P. is an altered architecture working critical practice model (Heron-Mazy) contained within 

the acronym: Pedagogics – Urgency – Liminal – Portal. Heron-Mazy is the registered name for an 

architectural duo that overlaps and mediates just about every architectural code that needs unravelling. 

Their work is currently being assembled into the Heron-Mazy Critical Reader (2000-2015). 

 

 
 
 

Heron-Mazy  2014 
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